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testimonials
"Mary did a fabulous job overhauling and redesigning the large and content-heavy site for Parents
magazine. Not only did she come up with terrific design concepts and site architecture, but she was
also a delight to work with - always pleasant and professional."
Debra Immergut - Editor, Parents.com
"I just wanted to write a note saying how happy I am with what Mary Blackstock has done. I have seen
the layout, and I want you to know that I think that Mary did an amazing job at designing this
newspaper. It fits right in with the show. I think that this newspaper is an important and exciting
document and I am very proud to have it accompany this exhibition. And again, congratulations to
Mary for a job very well done."
Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, Senior Curator, P.S. 1 Museum
"Mary Blackstock has to be one of the most elegant and stylish designers working today. The artistic
sense she brought to the British Airways promotional tour enhanced the already refined essence of the
BA corporate brand by adding a playful sophistication. She somehow even made supersonic jet
technology look beautiful! Her thoughtful and clever designs were true crowd-pleasers, captivating the
imagination of thousands of guests to the exhibit. Her work is nothing short of breath-taking. For
projects requiring grace, beauty, style and wit - my first call is always to Mary."
Paul Malmont, Planet Theory / Creative Director, Ride the Rocket Tour
"Mary Blackstock is always the first designer I call. Her work is fresh, uncluttered and sophisticated.
More importantly, she is a master at taking a client's communication problem and not only solving it
but somehow turning it into a strong visual success in the design. And she's always a pleasure to work
with - despite the company name, no diva attitude here."
Audrey Herbst, The Wolf Group/NY, Executive Producer, TheBay.com
"Working with Mary reminded me that there's a lot more to design than just making things look good.
She brings a unique sense of style combined with an awareness of culture and society that makes her
work smart and relevant. As a designer and a person, she is one of the finest individuals I have ever
worked with."
Stephen Fritz, Managing Director, Ultra 16 / Creative Consultant, Cotyshop.com
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"It was a pleasure to work with Mary on the development of my website. She presented me with
a variety of attractive and creative options, and offered me advice whenever I asked for it. I would
wholeheartedly recommend her and her work."
Dassie Hoffman, Ph.D., A.D.T.R., www.drdassiehoffman.com
"We were searching for a web designer capable of taking the vision that we had and making it
happen. Mary Blackstock did just that, creating exactly what we had expressed. She not only did a
tremendous job designing our site, she provided insight that helped us further strengthen our ideas.
Mary even came to our office one night and taught us how to update and change the content on our
site. We would strongly recommend anyone looking to begin an on-line business speak to Mary
about getting started."
Leslie Gatti and Laura Wood, Co-Presidents, ThePinkPuppy.com
"I came across your site through Eleni's website which is such a fantastic work of whimsical creativity.
I clicked the link to your site to see who created it and it was you! To find that you are a woman and
you have your own company is inspiring, your designs are colorful, sleek and down right ingenious. I
thank you for your work, it has given me a grasp of what I would like to aspire to become."
Aisha Shackelford, Interface Architect
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